Restraint Position and Positional Asphyxia

Study objective: To determine whether the "hobble" or "hogtie" restraint position results in clinically relevant respiratory dysfunction.

Methods: This was an experimental, crossover, controlled trial at a university-based pulmonary function laboratory involving 15 healthy men ages 18 through 40 years. Subjects were excluded for a positive urine toxicology screen, body mass index (BMI) greater than 30 kg/m², or abnormal screening pulmonary function testing (PFT). Forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV₁), and maximal voluntary ventilation (MVV) were obtained with subjects in the sitting, supine, prone, and restraint positions. After a 4-minute exercise period, subjects rested in the sitting position while pulse, oxygen saturation, and arterial blood gases were monitored. The subjects repeated the exercise, then were placed in the restraint position with similar monitoring.

Results: There was a small, statistically significant decline in the mean FVC (from 5.31±1.01 L [101%±10.5% of predicted] to 4.60±0.84 L [88%±8.8% of predicted]), mean FEV₁ (from 4.31±0.53 L [103%±8.4%] to 3.70±0.45 L [89%±7.7%]), and mean MVV (from 165.5±24.5 L/minute [111%±17.3%] to 131.1±20.7 L/minute [88%±16.6%]), comparing sitting with restraint position (all, P<.001). There was no evidence of hypoxia (mean oxygen tension [Pao₂] less than 95 mm Hg or co-oximetry less than 98%) in either position. The mean carbon dioxide tension (Paco₂) for both groups was not different after 15 minutes of rest in the sitting versus the restraint position. There was no significant difference in heart rate recovery or oxygen saturation as measured by co-oximetry and pulse oximetry.

Conclusion: In our study population of healthy subjects, the restraint position resulted in a restrictive pulmonary function pattern but did not result in clinically relevant changes in oxygenation or ventilation.
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INTRODUCTION
Prehospital medical and law enforcement personnel often confront and care for violent, agitated individuals who must be subdued in order to prevent injury to themselves or others. A variety of physical restraints are used in this setting to accomplish these goals. Certain physical restraints used by field personnel have been reported to be detrimental to the restrained individual, possibly resulting in significant morbidity and even mortality for the apprehended person. In the early 1980s, widespread reports of deaths from police neck “choke holds” resulted in changes in physical restraint policies nationwide.1,2

Recent attention has focused on the use of the “hottie” or “hobble” restraint position and its possible role in the sudden deaths of individuals placed in this custody restraint position.3-6 In this restraint, individuals are placed in the prone position with their wrists handcuffed or tied together behind their backs and their ankles bound together and secured to their wrists. It has been suggested that this position adversely affects a person’s ability to breathe by interfering with chest wall and abdominal movements necessary for normal breathing.7

As a result, sudden, unexpected deaths in persons so restrained have been attributed to hypoventilatory respiratory failure from body position or “positional asphyxia.”3-6 This theory has been based primarily on the work of Reay et al,7 who reported that healthy individuals placed in the restraint position after periods of exercise had prolonged recovery times for heart rate and oxygen saturation as measured by pulse oximetry.

We sought to investigate “positional asphyxia” and respiratory compromise in subjects held in the restraint position. A two-phase study was conducted in healthy subjects to assess ventilatory function and gas exchange. In the first phase, pulmonary function was measured with the subject in various body positions, including the restraint position, to determine whether any compromise in ventilatory mechanics occurred. In the second phase, oxygenation and ventilation were monitored by arterial blood gas measurements, heart rate monitoring, and pulmonary function testing (PFT) to determine whether any ventilatory compromise or alteration in gas exchange occurred when the subject was placed in the restraint position after exercise.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental study design and protocol were reviewed and approved by the Human Subjects Committee of the University of California, San Diego. Fifteen healthy male volunteers between the ages of 18 and 40 years were enrolled in the study. Informed consent was obtained from all individuals who agreed to participate in the study. Subjects who completed the study were financially compensated.

Exclusion criteria included any history of pulmonary disease (including asthma), cardiac disease, recreational drug use, or other significant illness or disability that would limit the ability to perform the exercise regimen required for the study. Individuals with a body mass index (BMI, defined as the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters) greater than 30 kg/m² were also excluded.

Potential subjects underwent both a urine toxicologic screening and screening PFT before acceptance into the study. Urine specimens were collected and tested by means of toxicologic immunoassay for the presence of urinary metabolites for the following drugs: marijuana, cocaine, amphetamines, phencyclidine, benzodiazepines, and opiates. Individuals were excluded if the immunoassay detected any of these substances in the urine.

Initial screening PFT were performed with spirometry as outlined in the next paragraph. Peak expiratory flow rates and lung volumes were measured while potential subjects were in the sitting position. Forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV₁) were measured while the subject was in the sitting position with feet flat on the floor and back against the chair. Spirometry was performed in accordance with the American Thoracic Society criteria, including reproducibility within 5% variability on three repeat measurements.8 Abnormal PFT results (FVC and FEV₁) were defined as measurements below the fifth percentile of the normal range (1.65 times the SD for Student’s one-tailed t test) for each subject with a given height, age, and race.9,10 Abnormal results were verified with repeated measurements, and subjects with confirmed FVC or FEV₁ values lower than 80% of predicted were excluded.

In phase 1 of the study, subjects underwent PFT in the following positions: sitting, supine, prone, and restraint. In the sitting position, the subject sat in a chair with his feet flat on the floor and his back upright against the back of the chair. In the supine position, the subject lay flat on his back on a medical examination table with his arms at his sides and his legs in full extension with the feet together. In the prone position, the subject lay flat on his stomach on a medical examination table with his head turned to the side, his arms at his sides, and his legs in full extension with the feet together. In the restraint position, the subject lay on his stomach. To allow secure placement of a radial artery line, each wrist and hand were taped to an armboard, which was then taped to the sole of the ipsilateral shoe with the knee flexed behind the subject (Figure 1). The metacarpal-phalangeal joints of the hands were placed in line with the heels.
of the feet. This position closely approximates the restraint position noted in previous studies and case reports in the prehospital setting.3,4,7 The subject's feet were then taped together and his head was turned to the side. The order of positions (supine, prone, or restrained) was randomized to prevent any potential influence of serial testing on the measurements obtained. The sitting position was used last in all cases to allow for comparison with the initial screening PFT results and to ensure that no significant change had occurred (because of repeated measurements) since the initial screening PFT values. Measurements obtained in each of the four positions included FVC, FEV₁, FEV₁/FVC% (calculated), and maximal voluntary ventilation (MVV). MVV was repeated twice for a duration of at least 6 seconds to ensure reproducibility.

In phase 2 of the study, subjects underwent two exercise periods and two rest periods. The first rest period occurred with the subject in the sitting position and the second in the restraint position; the order of positions was not randomized. During each rest period, serial arterial blood gas (ABG) measurements, pulse rate, and oxygen saturation by co-oximetry and pulse oximetry were recorded according to the protocol described in the following paragraphs. Additional PFT measurements were also performed during the rest periods, as described.

To allow for multiple blood gas samples, a 20-gauge radial arterial line was placed in one of the subject's wrists. Three-lead ECG monitor leads were placed for continuous heart rate monitoring. Transcutaneous oximetry was measured by pulse oximeter probes placed on the ear lobe ipsilateral to the side of the radial arterial line and on the index finger of the hand contralateral to the radial arterial line.

In the first exercise period, subjects exercised on a cycle ergometer at 175 W for 4 minutes. ABG samples were drawn immediately before the start of exercise and immediately after the end of exercise. Oxygen saturation by ear and finger probes and pulse rate by ECG tracing were recorded at the start of exercise, at 2 minutes into exercise, and at the end of exercise.

After the first exercise period, the subject rested in the sitting position for 15 minutes. During this first rest period, blood samples for ABG analysis were obtained at 1.5 minutes and 15 minutes into rest. PFT was performed at 3 minutes into the first rest period. Oxygen saturation by both ear and finger probes and pulse rate by ECG tracing were recorded every 3 minutes during the first rest phase.

Once the heart rate had returned to less than 100 beats/minute, the subject underwent a second exercise period, performing the same level of exercise as in the first period. Blood samples for ABG analysis were obtained before the start of exercise and immediately after the end of exercise. Oxygen saturation by both ear and finger probes and pulse rate by ECG tracing were recorded at the start of exercise, at 2 minutes into exercise, and at the end of exercise.

The subject was placed in the restraint position immediately after the second exercise period and remained in this position for 15 minutes. Blood samples for ABG analysis were obtained at 1.5 minutes and 15 minutes into the restraint period. PFT was performed at 3 minutes into the restraint period. Oxygen saturation by both ear and finger probes and pulse rate by ECG tracing were recorded every 3 minutes during this period. All ABG sampling and analyses were performed in a uniform manner, and results were verified by repeated testing of each sample on separate machines that were both internally and manually calibrated on a daily basis.

Raw PFT measurements were converted to percentages of predicted values (% predicted) for each subject to allow for normalization for age, height, and race.9,10 Results are reported as mean±SD. For phase 1 of the study, one-way ANOVA for repeated measures, with position as the factor, and Student's t test were used to detect any statistically significant difference in the randomized PFT measurements. A probability value of less than .05 was considered statistically significant. For phase 2 of the study, two-way ANOVA for repeated measures, with position and time as the factors, and Student's t test were used to detect any statistically significant difference in PₐO₂, co-oximetry, PₐCO₂, and pulse rate between the two rest periods (i.e., sitting versus restrained position). A probability value of less than .05 was considered statistically significant.
statistically significant. We used a computerized statistical package (PCinfo! [Retriever Data Systems] and Biomedical Data Programs [Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences]) for these analyses.

RESULTS

Two potential subjects were excluded for abnormal screening PFT measurements, and another individual was excluded for BMI greater than 30 kg/m². None of our potential subjects had a urine toxicology screen result that was positive for recreational drug use.

The results of this study demonstrated significant changes in both static and dynamic pulmonary function testing with position and exercise. FVC was significantly decreased (P<.001) in the supine position (mean, 4.95±0.93 L [94%±9.9% of predicted]; range, 3.21 to 7.20 L), the prone position (4.92±0.95 L [94%±10.2%]; range, 3.28 to 7.18 L), and the restraint position (4.60±0.84 L [88%±8.8%]; range, 3.34 to 6.54 L), compared with the sitting position (5.31±1.01 L [101%±10.5%]; range, 3.65 to 7.90 L). FVC was also significantly less (P<.001) in the restraint position compared with the supine or the prone position, but the difference between the supine and prone positions was not significant. Exercise appeared to have no effect on the FVC in the sitting position (5.32±1.03 L [101%±10.5%]; range, 3.88 to 8.00 L; P>.30). However, in the restraint position, exercise caused a statistically significant increase in the FVC (4.74±0.84 L [91%±8.7%]; range, 3.47 to 6.89 L; P<.028).

The Table reveals FVC results in terms of percentage of predicted value and the magnitude of change by position.
(4.47±.52 L [107%±9.1%]; range, 3.19 to 4.95 L; P<.001) and the restraint position (3.93±.83 L [94%±8.7%]; range, 3.17 to 4.51 L; P<.001). Because there were similar decreases in FEV<sub>1</sub> and FVC, there were no significant changes in FEV<sub>1</sub>/FVC% (P>.15). The Table reveals FEV<sub>1</sub> and FEV<sub>1</sub>/FVC% results in terms of percentage of predicted value and the magnitude of change by position.

MVV decreased in a statistically significant fashion (P<.001) from the sitting (165.5±24.5 L/minute [111%±17.3%]; range, 128 to 210 L/minute), to the supine (151.5±22.2 L/minute [101%±13.9%]; range, 105 to 185 L/minute), to the prone (143.5±20.0 L/minute [96%±14.8%]; range, 109 to 185 L/minute), to the restraint positions (131.1±20.7 L/minute [88%±16.6%]; range, 93 to 173 L/minute). The Table reveals MVV results in terms of percentage of predicted value and the magnitude of change by position.

This study also revealed significant changes in gas exchange with exercise in both the sitting and the restraint position. In the sitting position, gas exchange improved with exercise (P<.001). The P<sub>O2</sub> increased from a baseline of 91.4±7.2 mm Hg (range, 81 to 105 mm Hg) to 108.7±8.0 mm Hg (range, 96 to 125 mm Hg) after 4 minutes of exercise. After 1.5 minutes of rest the P<sub>O2</sub> was 122.7±5.8 mm Hg (range, 110 to 132 mm Hg); after 15 minutes of rest it had fallen back toward baseline and was 102.4±8.7 mm Hg (range, 84 to 115 mm Hg). The P<sub>CO2</sub> also changed significantly with exercise (P<.001). From a baseline of 38.5±2.8 mm Hg (range, 31 to 41 mm Hg), P<sub>CO2</sub> fell to 34.5±3.9 mm Hg (range, 29 to 41 mm Hg) after 4 minutes of exercise. The P<sub>CO2</sub> was 31.3±2.6 mm Hg (range, 28 to 36 mm Hg) after 1.5 minutes of rest; after 15 minutes of rest the P<sub>CO2</sub> remained lower than baseline at 32.9±2.7 mm Hg (range, 28 to 37 mm Hg). Because the changes in both P<sub>CO2</sub> and P<sub>O2</sub> were statistically significant, the change in the alveolar-arterial oxygen gradient across time was also significant (P<.001).

Immediately after exercise, just before the subject was placed in the restraint position, the P<sub>O2</sub> had again improved (P<.012), from a baseline of 102.4±8.7 mm Hg (range, 84 to 115 mm Hg) to 109.8±9.3 mm Hg (range, 93 to 128 mm Hg) after 4 minutes of exercise. As the subjects were being placed in the restraint position (1.5 minutes after the
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Figure 2.
Heart rate recovery during resting periods: sitting versus restraint positions. The X-axis indicates time into each rest period (in minutes) after cessation of exercise. The Y-axis indicates mean heart rate in beats/minute for the 15 subjects. Standard deviation of the mean is shown by error bars.
end of exercise) the $P_{O_2}$ increased further to 114.0±7.6 mm Hg (range, 103 to 128 mm Hg), and after 15 minutes in the restraint position the $P_{O_2}$ was 99.1±9.3 mm Hg (range, 86 to 120 mm Hg). Likewise, the $P_{CO_2}$ fell ($P<.001$) with exercise, from an initial 32.9±2.7 mm Hg (range, 28 to 37 mm Hg) to 30.7±3.8 mm Hg (range, 24 to 37 mm Hg) after 4 minutes of exercise, just before the subject was placed in the restraint position. As the subjects were being placed in the restraint position the $P_{CO_2}$ was 31.0±3.4 mm Hg (range, 26 to 37 mm Hg); after 15 minutes in this position the $P_{CO_2}$ remained lower than baseline at 32.7±3.2 mm Hg (range, 26 to 38 mm Hg).

Comparing the ABG results in the sitting position to the results as the subjects were being placed in the restraint position (ie, 1.5 minutes into rest in the sitting position versus 1.5 minutes into the restraint position), the $P_{O_2}$ increased to a smaller value with restraint than with sitting (114.0±7.6 mm Hg versus 122.7±5.8 mm Hg; $P<.01$), whereas the $P_{CO_2}$ was the same in both groups (31.3±2.6 mm Hg versus 31.0±3.4 mm Hg; $P>.28$). Comparison of ABG results after 15 minutes in the sitting position with those after 15 minutes in the restraint position revealed no significant differences in either the $P_{O_2}$ (102.5±8.7 mm Hg versus 99.1 ±9.3 mm Hg; $P>.234$) or the $P_{CO_2}$ (32.9±2.7 mm Hg versus 32.7±3.2 mm Hg; $P>.30$).

Changes in heart rate also occurred with exercise, with a maximum heart rate of 164±18.9 beats/minute (range, 218 to 180) at the beginning of the sitting rest period and 174±15.3 beats/minute (range, 146 to 198) at the beginning of the restraint rest period. Throughout the two rest periods, there was no statistically significant difference in mean heart rate recovery (Figure 2).

Examination of oxygen saturation as measured by co-oximetry revealed only minor, nonsignificant increases over the initial baseline. Comparison between oxygen saturation values measured by co-oximetry and by pulse oximetry also revealed no statistically significant differences for any time period (Figure 3).

**DISCUSSION**

The term "positional or mechanical asphyxia" has been used to explain the deaths of certain individuals. Bell et al described 30 such cases of individuals whose bodies were found in positions that caused either external airway obstruc-
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**Figure 3.**

Oxygen saturation over time. The X-axis indicates the various time periods (Ex1, first exercise period; R1, first rest period in sitting position; Ex2, second exercise period; R2, second rest period in restraint position). The Y-axis indicates mean oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry (both finger and ear monitors) for the 15 subjects. Standard deviation of the mean is shown by error bars.
tion or inadequate ventilatory function. In all cases, there were no other significant life-ending pathologic findings and the deaths were attributed to "positional asphyxiation." Similar asphyxiation deaths have been described involving the use of vest, jacket, or posey restraints that were accidentally wrapped around the necks of nursing home and geriatric patients and resulted in strangulation.12-15 There have been a few reports of ventilatory failure and asphyxiation caused by restraints that reportedly compressed the chest and abdomen to the point that mechanical ventilatory function was impaired.16-18 Recently, attention has focused on the possible role of "positional asphyxia" in deaths that have occurred in persons restrained in the "hobble" or "hottie" position by law enforcement or prehospital field personnel. This position places the individual prone with the wrists and ankles bound behind the back.2-6 Reay et al5 suggested that this position prevents adequate chest wall expansion and abdominal and diaphragmatic excursion for normal ventilatory function and breathing. They postulated that this inability to expand the thoracic cavity, and disadvantage in pulmonary mechanics, leads to hypoventilatory respiratory compromise, asphyxiation, and death.

Hirsh18 argued that the employment of this restraint position constitutes use of a "potentially lethal force" and that such deaths should be classified as homicides. However, most of the reported cases have involved young men in a state of "excited" or "agitated delirium" as a result of intoxication from recreational drugs or psychiatric illness. In addition, these individuals had often suffered traumatic injuries before and during placement in the restraint position. Many have argued that these other factors (ie, intoxication, stress, and trauma), as opposed to asphyxiation strictly due to body positioning, played a greater role in causing these deaths.19,20 Reay et al5 studied 10 healthy individuals and found measurable physiologic effects with application of the restraint position after exercise. They reported that prolonged times were required for recovery to baseline in the restraint position after exercise, both for heart rate (mean, 40 minutes longer) and for peripheral oxygen saturation measured by transcutaneous ear probe (mean, 33 minutes longer). Based on these findings, they suggested that positional asphyxia plays an important role in the deaths of persons placed in the restraint position.

A number of concerns exist with the work of Reay et al. First, there was no assessment of actual ventilatory function and respiratory mechanics in subjects placed in the restraint position. Second, although Reay et al reported a drop in oxygen saturation (to 85% to 90%) with exercise in their subjects, previous work has demonstrated improvements in arterial oxygenation with mild to moderate levels of exercise in healthy individuals.21 Third, the preferred method for assessing arterial blood oxygenation remains ABG measurements. Oxygen saturation measurement by pulse oximetry has been shown to be a potentially inaccurate measure of arterial oxygenation, particularly during exercise.22-25

In this study, we assessed ventilatory function by PFT with subjects in various body positions. We found a restrictive pulmonary function pattern in healthy subjects placed in the restraint position, with small but significant decreases in the percentage of predicted FVC and FEV1. Associated with these drops in lung volumes was a corresponding 23% decrease in percentage of predicted MVV. There was no evidence of obstruction and no significant change in FEV1/FVC% from baseline.

Given the fact that PFT measurements as low as 80% of predicted values are still considered clinically normal, these changes, although statistically significant, are not clinically relevant.26 In reviewing the ranges of PFT data we obtained, none of our subjects had results for FVC and FEV1 lower than 80% of predicted in any of the positions, including the restraint position. The range of data for MVV did fall below 80% of predicted for certain outlier individuals in the restraint position, although similar decreases below 80% of predicted were also seen in the supine and prone positions.

In contrast to the studies of Reay et al, arterial oxygenation measurements were obtained in this study by both ABG sampling and transcutaneous finger and ear oxygen saturation probes. Based on arterial Po2 and co-oximetry, we found that oxygenation increases, rather than decreases, with exercise. This finding is consistent with previous, well-established work on exercise physiology.21,27 In addition, despite our PFT findings, we found no evidence of hypoxia while subjects were in the restraint position after exercise. The improvements in oxygenation occurred in the face of a more vigorous exercise regimen than that described by Reay et al. Reay required subjects to exercise on a cross-country skiing machine only until their heart rates reached a maximum of 120 beats/minute. The subjects in this study exercised for 4 minutes continuously on an exercise bicycle, and the mean heart rate at the end of exercise was 169 beats/minute.

Equally important, despite decreases in MVV, there was no evidence of hypercapnia either during exercise or during rest in the restraint position. In fact, mean Pco2 levels decreased during exercise and remained lower than 40 mm Hg for as long as 15 minutes during the restraint rest position. Despite the restrictive pattern demonstrated by PFT, there was no evidence for ventilatory failure, significant hypoventilation, or asphyxiation as a result of body positioning while subjects were in the restraint position.
Based on these findings in healthy subjects, we suggest that factors other than body positioning are more important determinants for the sudden, unexpected deaths that occur in individuals who are placed in the restraint position. Recreational drug use (including sympathomimetic, hallucinogenic, and psychomotor stimulant drugs), physiological stress, hyperactivity, hyperthermia, catechol hyperstimulation, and trauma resulting from struggle may be more important factors in the deaths of these individuals. 

Although restraints in general increase the psychological and physiologic stresses on the individual, there is no evidence that body position while in the “hogie” or “hobble” restraint position as a factor in and of itself causes hyperventilation or asphyxiation. 

There are limitations to this study: First, we restricted subjects to healthy men between the ages of 18 and 40 years with a BMI less than 30 kg/m²; most cases reported in the literature involve this population. It is not known what effect positional restraint may have on women, the young, the elderly, or other individuals with underlying cardiopulmonary disease or disability. It is possible that extremely obese individuals with large abdominal girths and BMIs greater than 30 kg/m² may be at greater risk for development of restrictive pulmonary function pattern as a result of abdominal compression from body position. 

We specifically excluded potential subjects who had a positive result on urine toxicology screening for recreational drug use. As noted previously, many of the deaths of restrained individuals involved subjects who were intoxicated or under the influence of recreational drugs. Stimulants, such as cocaine and amphetamines, may increase oxygen demand and muscle fatigue, affecting overall respiratory function. 

Although we randomized the order of positions for PFT, we did not randomize the sitting and restraint position rest phases after exercise in our study. All subjects rested in the sitting position first, after the initial exercise period, then exercised again and rested in the restraint position. We believe that 15 minutes of sitting rest should have been adequate time for values to return to baseline after 4 minutes of exercise. Any residual metabolic or respiratory derangements remaining after the first rest period would bias our study in favor of detecting significant abnormalities in the restraint position. In addition, we did not measure respiratory rate as an indicator of ventilatory status. We believe that the combination of MVV and serial Pco2 provides a more appropriate measure of ventilatory status than does respiratory rate. 

This study did not attempt to duplicate exact field conditions under which restraint position deaths have occurred. Although many such deaths have occurred on gurney mattresses or cushioned car seats in the field, some deaths have occurred while persons were in the restraint position on the ground. Deaths have also occurred on the floors of police cars, where the contoured surface may have increased abdominal compression. In addition, these individuals may have been subject to forceful apprehension, during which pressure may have been exerted on their backs while they were in the restraint position. What effects these differences may have remain to be determined. 

We kept our subjects in the restraint position for 15 minutes after the exercise period. We believe that this was adequate time to detect any physiologic or respiratory impairment in subjects. It is possible that had our subjects remained in the restraint position for a longer period we may have detected more significant alterations in respiratory physiology. However, most death of individuals in the restraint position have occurred after only a short period (often less than 10 minutes) in restraint, and it has been suggested by others that this short duration of restraint positioning should not be fatal. 

We attempted to reproduce the physiologic effects of struggle by requiring our subjects to exercise for 4 minutes before being placed in the restraint position. It is unlikely that this period of exercise would simulate all the physiologic alterations that may occur with struggle and agitation. In addition, we did not reproduce the effects of trauma and psychological stress that often occur with apprehended individuals. However, the respiratory mechanics of our subjects (as evidenced by increased FVC and FEV₁) improved with exercise. 

It is possible that a combination of factors, including underlying medical condition, intoxication, agitation, delirium, and struggle as well as body position, may result in respiratory compromise that would not be detected by our study. We sought to examine only the role of body position as a factor affecting pulmonary function and respiratory physiology. Although we found that body position by itself does not result in significant respiratory compromise, further research is needed on the role of these other factors in the deaths of individuals placed in the restraint position. 

In conclusion, although we found a small restrictive pulmonary function pattern by PFT parameters in subjects who were placed in the restraint position, we found no evidence of hypoxia or hypercapnia on serial ABG measurements. By itself, the restraint position was not associated with any clinically relevant changes in respiratory or ventilatory function in our study population of healthy individuals with preserved ventilatory reflexes and normal pulmonary physiology. There is no evidence to suggest that hypoventilatory respiratory failure or asphyxiation occurs as a direct result.
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